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In this paper, a new class of so-called q-adic Chebyshev–Vander-
monde-like matrices over an arbitrary non-algebraically closed
ﬁeld is introduced. This class generalizes both the ordinary Cheby-
shev–Vandermonde-like matrices over the complex ﬁeld studied
earlier by Kailath and Olshevsky [T. Kailath, V. Olshevsky, Displace-
ment structure approach to Chebyshev–Vandermonde and related
matrices, Integral Equations Operator Theory 22 (1995) 65–92],
and the classical q-adic Vandermonde-like matrices with respect
to power basis by Yang and Hu [Z.H. Yang, Y.J. Hu, Displacement
structure and fast inversion formulas for q-adic Vandermonde-like
matrices, J. Comput. Appl. Math. 176 (2005) 1–14]. Three kinds
of displacement structures and consequently, three kinds of fast
inversion formulas are presented for this class of matrices by using
displacement structure theory method, which generalize the cor-
responding results for Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like and q-adic
Vandermonde-like matrices.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be n distinct complex numbers. Classical or simple Vandermonde matrix is de-
ﬁned by V(x) = (xj
i
)
n,n−1
i=1,j=0, which may be seen to be deﬁned with respect to a node sequence x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) and the standard power basis
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π(x) = (1, x, . . . , xn−1), (1.1)
of the linear space Cn[x] of polynomials with degree less than n over the complex ﬁeld C. In this sense
V(x) may be simply denoted by
V(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
π(x1)
.
.
.
π(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ = col[π(xi)]ni=1, (1.2)
hereafter col(ai) (resp.,row(ai)) denotes a column (row) vector with ai as its components.
Vandermonde matrix has many applications in functional approximation theory and interpola-
tion problem, etc. Classical Vandermonde matrix has been extended in different directions. The ﬁrst
direction is to extend the simple Vandermonde matrix in (1.2) to the case of multiple nodes. That is,
let
x =
⎛⎜⎝x1, . . . , x1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1
, x2, . . . , x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n2
, . . . , xt , . . . , xt︸ ︷︷ ︸
nt
⎞⎟⎠ (1.3)
be a sequence of nodes with xi distinct complex numbers and ni positive integers, then conﬂuent
Vandermonde matrix is deﬁned by
V(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
V(x1)
.
.
.
V(xs)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (1.4)
with
V(xi) =
[(
j
k
)
x
j−k
i
]ni−1,n−1
k=0,j=0
= col
[
π(k)(xi)
k!
]ni−1
k=0
, (1.5)
where
(
j
k
)
= 0 in case j < k.
Another direction is to replace the canonical basis π(x) by other bases of Cn[x], then more general
Vandermonde are obtained. For example, onemay take Chebyshev bases to replace the canonical basis
π(x) and obtain so-called Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices. That is, let
T(x) = (T0(x), T1(x), . . . , Tn−1(x)) and U(x) = (U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)) (1.6)
be sequences of Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst and the second kinds, respectively. Then simple
Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices of the ﬁrst and the second kinds are deﬁned, respectively, by
VT (x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
T(x1)
.
.
.
T(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ and VU(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
U(x1)
.
.
.
U(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (1.7)
Note that Chebyshev polynomials Tk(x) and Uk(x) satisfy the following three-terms recurrence
relations, respectively:
T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x, Tk(x) = 2x · Tk−1(x) − Tk−2(x), (1.8)
U0(x) = 1, U1(x) = 2x, Uk(x) = 2x · Uk−1(x) − Uk−2(x). (1.9)
There are many papers in literature to discuss the fast inversions and algorithms for Chebyshev–
Vandermonde matrices; see, e.g. [2,3,4,17,18] and references therein.
We remark that Vandermondematrix and its extensions are important class of displacement struc-
ture matrices. For the details of displacement structure matrix theory we refer the reader to the book
of Heinig and Rost [6] and Refs. [8,9,11]. For example, the simple Vandermonde matrix V(x) in (1.2) is
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almost invariant when shifting it by one unit from left to right, and this process can be described by
the following matrix equation:
∇{D−1x ,ST}(V(x)) := D
−1
x V(x) − V(x)ST =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1
x1
.
.
.
1
xn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [1 0 · · · 0], (1.10)
(all xi /= 0 here), where Dx = diag(xi)ni=1,
S =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
0 · · · 1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ and I˜ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 · · · 0 1
0 · · · 1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 0 · · · 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (1.11)
It is interesting that we can obtain a fast inversion of V(x) from Eq. (1.10). In fact, multiplying Eq.
(1.10) by I˜V(x)−1 from the left and by V(x)−1 from the right, then taking transpose and using the fact
I˜S˜I = ST, yields
∇{D−1x ,ST}(V(x)
−T˜I) = D−1x (V(x)−T˜I) − (V(x)−T˜I)ST
= V(x)−T
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
.
.
.
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
[
1
x1
· · · 1
xn
]
V(x)−T˜I. (1.12)
If we denote by c and d the solutions of two fundamental equations
V(x)T(D−1x c) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
.
.
.
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ and V(x)d =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1
x1
.
.
.
1
xn
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (1.13)
then it is not difﬁcult to verify from (1.12) and (1.13) that the inversion of V(x) can be expressed by c
and d as
V(x)−1 = H(d)V(x)Tdiag(c), (1.14)
where H(d) denotes a upper triangular Hankel matrix with ﬁrst column d and diag(c) is a diagonal
matrix with components of c as diagonal elements.
Eq. (1.14) implies that the inversion of V(x) can be obtained by solving only two linear systems of
equationswithV(x) orV(x)T as coefﬁcientmatrix, this is fast comparedwith solving n linear equations
for inverting a general n × n nonsingular matrix without any special structure.
Note that all Vandermonde matrices mentioned above are deﬁned over the complex ﬁeld C, that
is, all xi are complex numbers. In fact, classical Vandermonde matrix may be extended to the case of
non-complex ﬁeld or any non-algebraically closed ﬁeld F, called q-adic Vandermonde matrix. In this
case, node xi with multiplicity mi or elementary divisor (x − xi)mi over C is replaced by elementary
divisor qi(x)
mi over F, where all qi(x) (with degree li) are irreducible over F and pairwise coprime, and∑s
i=1mili = n. The idea of q-adic Vandermonde matrix is based on the following lemma, see [7,12].
Lemma 1.1. Let q(x) be a monic irreducible polynomial of degree l over an arbitrary ﬁeld F . If f (x) is any
polynomial over F , then there exist unique polynomials rj(x) over F of degree less than l and some ﬁnite
non-negative integer k, such that
f (x) =
k∑
j=0
rj(x)[q(x)]j. (1.15)
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For an arbitrary polynomial f (x) = a0 + a1x + · · · + akxk , its standard coordinate column is deﬁned
and denoted by
f = [f ]st = col[ai]ki=0. (1.16)
Now let every basis element xt in π(x) be expanded with respect to qi(x)
mi , that is
xt =
mi−1∑
j=0
r
(t)
ij
(x)qi(x)
j + qi(x)mi (∗), (1.17)
where ∗ denotes the quotient after division of xt by qi(x)mi . The qi-adic coordinate column [xt ](qi ,mi)
may be formed as
[xt ](qi ,mi) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
r
(t)
i0
.
.
.
r
(t)
i,mi−1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (1.18)
where r(t)
ij
is the standard coordinate column of r
(t)
ij
(x), deﬁned in the same manner as in (1.16).
Collecting all coordinate columns above, we set
Vi(ψ) := [π(x)](qi ,mi) =
[
[1](qi ,mi), [x](qi ,mi), . . . , [xn−1](qi ,mi)
]
(1.19)
and the n × n q-adic Vandermonde matrix V(ψ) is formed by
V(ψ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
V1(ψ)
.
.
.
Vs(ψ)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (1.20)
where ψ(x) = ∏si=1 qi(x)mi .
It is clear that when all qi’s are monic linear polynomials, V(ψ) reduces to V(x) in (1.4). For the
detailed discussions of q-adic Vandermonde matrix one may see Refs. [15,16].
We note that paper [10] discussed in details the displacement structure theory for Chebyshev–Van-
dermonde and related matrices over the complex ﬁeld, and paper [19] investigated systematically the
displacement structure theory forq-adicVandermonde-likematrices corresponding to thepowerbasis
π(x). In the present paper,we consider the common generalization of papers [10,19]. That is, we extend
[10] to the case of any non-algebraically closed ﬁeld, and [19] to the case of Chebyshev polynomials
basis. This matrix will be called q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermondematrix, wewill investigate in details
the displacement structure theory for this new kind of matrices. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we give definition and some properties of q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix. In
Section 3, we give three kinds of displacement structures for q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermondematrix.
Corresponding to the displacement structures in Section 3, consequently, in Section 4 we derive three
kinds of fast inversion formulas for q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrices, respectively.
2. q-Adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix
In this section, we give the definition and some properties of q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde
matrix. For the sake of simplicity and reason of space, we discuss only the second kind of q-adic
Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix corresponding to U(x) in (1.6). To this end, we ﬁrst extend some
notions in [15,5].
For a polynomial f (x) = a0U0(x) + a1U1(x) + · · · + akUk(x) expressed by U(x) in (1.6), its Chebyshev
coordinate column is deﬁned by
fU = [f ]U = col[ai]ki=0. (2.1)
Let q(x) be a given irreducible polynomial of degree l over F and m positive integer, by expanding
f (x) related to q(x)m according to Lemma 1.1, we obtain
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f (x) = r0,U(x) + r1,U(x)q(x) + · · · + rm−1,U(x)q(x)m−1 + q(x)m(∗), (2.2)
where ∗ denotes the quotient after division of f (x) by q(x)m. The q-adic Chebyshev coordinate column
of f (x) with respect to q(x)m and U(x) is deﬁned by
[f ](qm ,U) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
r0,U
.
.
.
rm−1,U
⎤⎥⎥⎦
lm×1
, (2.3)
where ri,U is the Chebyshev coordinate column of ri(x) deﬁned as in (2.1).
Now for a given sequence of monic irreducible polynomials {qi(x)mi }si=1 over F or a fundamental
polynomial
ψ(x) =
s∏
i=1
qi(x)
mi (2.4)
with deg(qi) = li  1 and deg(ψ) =
∑s
i=1mili = n, we may deﬁne q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde
matrix. In fact, let every Chebyshev basis elements Ut(x) be expanded with respect to qi(x)
mi (t =
0, . . . ,n − 1, i = 1, . . . , s), we have
Ut(x) =
mi−1∑
j=0
r
(t)
ij,U
(x)qi(x)
j + qi(x)mi (∗), (2.5)
then the generalized qi-adic coordinate column [Ut ](qmi
i
,U)
may be formed as
[Ut ](qmi
i
,U)
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
r(t)
i0,U
.
.
.
r
(t)
i,mi−1,U
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ Fmili×1, (2.6)
where r
(t)
ij,U
is the Chebyshev coordinate column of r
(t)
ij,U
(x). Collecting the above all coordinate columns,
we set
Vi,U(ψ) := [U(x)](qmi
i
,U)
=
[
[U0(x)](qmi
i
,U)
, [U1(x)](qmi
i
,U)
, . . . , [Un−1(x)](qmi
i
,U)
]
(2.7)
and construct the n × n q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix VU(ψ) as
VU(ψ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
V1,U(ψ)
.
.
.
Vs,U(ψ)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (2.8)
It is clear that when all qi’s are monic linear polynomials and mi = 1, VU(ψ) reduces to VU(x) in
(1.7), which has been discussed in [10].
In the case of complex ﬁeld conﬂuent Vandermonde matrix is related to Jordan canonical form,
in the case of non-algebraically closed ﬁeld q-adic Vandermonde matrix is related to so-called hy-
percompanionmatrix [5]. Similarly, q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix has relation with the fol-
lowing deﬁned generalized or Chebyshev hypercompanion matrix. For a polynomial q(x) = a0U0(x) +
a1U1(x) + · · · + al−1Ul−1(x) + Ul(x), its Chebyshev hypercompanionmatrix corresponding to q(x)m and
U(x) is deﬁned by them × m block matrix
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HU(q
m) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
LU(q) 0 · · · 0 0
N LU(q) 0 · · · 0
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . N LU(q) 0
0 · · · 0 N LU(q)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.9)
where
N =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 · · · 0 1
0 · · · 0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 · · · 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
l×l
and
LU(q) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1
2
0 0 · · · − a0
2
1
2
0 1
2
0 · · · − a1
2
0 1
2
0
. . . 0 − a2
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
0 0
. . . 0 − al−22 + 12
0 0 · · · · · · 1
2
− al−1
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.10)
is the Chebyshev companion matrix of q(x). The following lemma and corollary are generalizations of
[15, Lemma 1.2, 19, Corollary 2.3], respectively, which will be used in the next Section 3.
Lemma 2.1. Let q(x) be a monic irreducible polynomial of degree l, and let HU = HU(qm) be the ml × ml
Chebyshev hypercompanion matrix deﬁned as in (2.9) and (2.10). If f (x) is any polynomial over F with
q-adic expansion
f (x) = α0(x) + α1(x)q(x) + · · · + αm−1(x)q(x)m−1 + q(x)m(∗), (2.11)
then
f (HU) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
A0 0 · · · 0
A1 A0 · · · 0
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
Am−1 · · · A1 A0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = [K , JK , . . . , Jm−1K], (2.12)
where A0 = α0(LU(q)),Ai = αi(LU(q)) + αi−1(LU(q) + N) − αi−1(LU(q)), i = 1, . . . ,m − 1, and K =
[U0(HU)a, U1(HU)a, . . . ,Ul−1(HU)a] with J = q(HU) = Sm
⊗
Il , Sm is forward shift matrix of order m and
a = [f ](qm ,U) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
[α0]U
[α1]U
.
.
.
[αm−1]U
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.13)
where [αi]U is the Chebyshev coordinate column of αi(x).
Proof. Note that the proof of the ﬁrst equality in (2.12) is much the same way as that in [15], which
is omitted here for the reason of space. It sufﬁces to show that the second equality holds, this is also
sufﬁcient to show K =
[
A0
A1
Am−1
]
. First, let us show by induction that
Uk(LU(q))e1 = ek+1, k = 0, 1, . . . , l − 1, (2.14)
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hereafter denoteby ei = [0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0]T the ithunit columnvectorwith1 at ithposition and
0 elsewhere, and with appropriate length. In fact, U0(LU(q))e1 = e1 and U1(LU(q))e1 = e2 are obvious.
Suppose that Uk−2(LU(q))e1 = ek−1,Uk−1(LU(q))e1 = ek , then it follows from (1.9) that
Uk(LU(q))e1 = 2LU(q)Uk−1(LU(q))e1 − Uk−2(LU(q))e1
= 2LU(q)ek − ek−1 = ek+1 + ek−1 − ek−1 = ek+1. (2.15)
Now from (2.14), for a polynomial h(x) = h0U0(x) + h1U1(x) + · · · + hl−1Ul−1(x), we have
h(LU(q))e1 = h0U0(LU(q))e1 + h1U1(LU(q))e1 + · · · + hl−1Ul−1(LU(q))e1
= h0e1 + h1e2 + · · · + hl−1el = [h0,h1, . . . ,hl−1]T = [h]U . (2.16)
Since L˜U(q) := LU(q) + N is also a Chebyshev companion matrix, so we have
Ake1 = αk(LU(q))e1 + αk−1 (˜LU(q))e1 − αk−1(LU(q))e1
= [αk]U + [αk−1]U − [αk−1]U = [αk]U . (2.17)
Note that⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
A0
A1
.
.
.
Am−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = [f (HU)e1, f (HU)e2, . . . , f (HU)el], (2.18)
henceEqs. (2.17)and (2.18) imply that f (HU)e1 = a = U0(HU)a (U0(x) = 1).On theotherhand, f (HU)e2 =
f (HU)2HUe1 = 2HUf (HU)e1 = 2HUa = U1(HU)a, so by induction we obtain
f (HU)ek = Uk−1(HU)a, k = 1, 2, . . . , l. (2.19)
Hence,
K := [U0(HU)a,U1(HU)a, . . . ,Ul−1(HU)a] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
A0
A1
.
.
.
Am−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
is satisﬁed, this completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.2. Let HU , J and [f ](qm ,U) = a be the same as in Lemma 2.1. Then
[xkf ](qm ,U) = (HU)ka, [qkf ](qm ,U) = Jka. (2.20)
Proof. In fact, it follows from (2.13) that
[g](qm ,U) = g(HU)e1
for any polynomial g(x). Specially, for g(x) = xkf (x), we have
[xkf ](qm ,U) = (HkUf (HU))e1 = (HU)ka.
[qkf ](qm ,U) = Jkamay be similarly proved. The proof is completed. 
Since [1]
(q
mi
i
,U)
= e1, it is clear from Corollary 2.2 that [xk](qmi
i
,U)
= Hk
i,U
e1 with Hi,U = H(qmi
i
,U)
, which
will be used in the next section.
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3. Displacement structures for q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrix
In this section, we mainly derive three kinds of displacement structures for q-adic Chebyshev–
Vandermonde matrix introduced in the above Section 2 and consequently, we introduce the concept
of q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrices at the end of this section.
The following theorem is a common generalization of both the [10, Lemma 2.1] and [19, Theorem
3.2].
Theorem 3.1. Let VU(ψ) be deﬁned as in (2.7) and (2.8), and let H = diag(HU(qmii ))si=1 be the Chebyshev
hypercompanionmatrix corresponding to the fundamental polynomialψ(x) in (2.4) andHU(q
mi
i
) be deﬁned
as in (2.9). If ψ(0) /= 0, then VU(ψ) satisﬁes the following Sylvester-type matrix equation:
∇{H−1,W}(VU(ψ)) := H−1VU(ψ) − VU(ψ)W
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
H−1
1
e1
.
.
.
H−1s e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 · · ·], (3.1)
where Hi = HU(qmii ) and
W =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 2 0 −2 0 · · ·
0 0 2 0 −2 · · ·
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
. . .
. . . −2
. . .
. . . 0
. . . 2
0 · · · 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3.2)
(see [10]).
Proof. By repeating the recurrence relation Un(x) = 2xUn−1(x) − Un−2(x), we obtain
Un(x) − 2x
n
2
−1∑
k=0
(−1)kUn−1−2k(x) = (−1)
n
2 , n = 2, 4, 6, . . . ,
Un(x) − 2x
n−1
2
−1∑
k=0
(−1)kUn−1−2k(x) = 2x(−1)
n−1
2 , n = 1, 3, 5, . . .
Combining the above together, we have
[U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)] − x[U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)]W
= [1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 · · ·]. (3.3)
Then taking qi-adic Chebyshev coordinate column on both sides of (3.3), it follows from Corollary 2.2
that
Vi,U(ψ) − HiVi,U(ψ)W = e1 [1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 · · ·]. (3.4)
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Since ψ(0) /= 0 and qi(x) is just the characteristic polynomial of LU(qi) [14], therefore, LU(qi) and hence
Hi are nonsingular, so (3.4) is equivalent to
H−1
i
Vi,U(ψ) − Vi,U(ψ)W = H−1i e1 [1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 · · ·]. (3.5)
By writing (3.5) in matrix form, Eq. (3.1) is obtained immediately, which completes the proof. 
The following theorem generalizes both [10, Lemma 5.1, Eq. (5,5), γ = δ = 0] and [19, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 3.2. Let VU(ψ) and H be given as in Theorem 3.1, and Y = S + ST, S is the same as in (1.11). Then
VU(ψ) satisﬁes the following matrix equation:
∇{2H,Y}(VU(ψ)) := 2HVU(ψ) − VU(ψ)Y =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Un(H1)e1
.
.
.
Un(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [0 · · · 0 1]. (3.6)
Proof. It follows from the recurrence relation (1.9) that
[U0(x),U1(x),U2(x), . . . ,Un−2(x),Un−1(x)]Y
= [U1(x),U0(x) + U2(x),U1(x) + U3(x), . . . ,Un−3(x) + Un−1(x),Un−2(x)]
= [2xU0(x), 2xU1(x), 2xU2(x), . . . , 2xUn−2(x),Un−2(x)].
Hence
2x[U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)] − [U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)]Y
= Un(x)[0 · · · 0 1]. (3.7)
Then taking qi-adic Chebyshev coordinate column on both sides of (3.7), it follows from Corollary 2.2
that
2HiVi,U(ψ) − Vi,U(ψ)Y = Un(Hi)e1[0 · · · 0 1], i = 1, 2, . . . , s. (3.8)
Collecting the above together, Eq. (3.6) is immediately obtained, and the proof is completed. 
The following theorem is a generalization of [19, Theorem 3.3].
Theorem 3.3. Let P(x) = ∑n−1j=0 ajUj(x) + Un(x) be a given polynomial of degree n and LU(P) be the Cheby-
shev companionmatrix of P(x) deﬁned as in (2.10). Then VU(ψ) satisﬁes the following Sylvester-typematrix
equation:
∇{H,LU (P)}(VU(ψ)) := HVU(ψ) − VU(ψ)LU(P)
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P(H1)e1
.
.
.
P(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦[0 · · · 0 12
]
. (3.9)
Proof. It follows from the recurrence relation (1.9) and LU(P) that
[U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−2(x),Un−1(x)]LU(P)
=
[
1
2
U1(x),
1
2
U0(x) + 1
2
U2(x), . . . ,
1
2
Un−3(x) + 1
2
Un−1(x),
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− 1
2
n−1∑
i=0
aiUi(x) + 12Un−2(x)
⎤⎦
=
⎡⎣xU0(x), xU1(x), . . . , xUn−2(x),−1
2
n−1∑
i=0
aiUi(x) + 12Un−2(x)
⎤⎦ .
Hence
x[U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)] − [U0(x),U1(x), . . . ,Un−1(x)]LU(P)
= P(x)
[
0 · · · 0 1
2
]
. (3.10)
Then taking qi-adic Chebyshev coordinate column on both sides of (3.10), from Corollary 2.2 it follows
that
HiVi,U(ψ) − Vi,U(ψ)LU(P) = P(Hi)e1
[
0 · · · 0 1
2
]
, i = 1, 2, . . . , s. (3.11)
By combining the above together inmatrix form, Eq. (3.9) is immediately obtained. This completes the
proof. 
Note that Theorems 3.1–3.3 show that VU(ψ) has the same displacement rank one with respect to
three different displacement operators ∇{H−1,W}(·),∇{2H,Y}(·), and ∇{H,LU (P)}(·), respectively. Following
the ideas of displacement structure theory, we may choose any of these three displacement operators
to deﬁne a new class of matrices with a low ∇{F ,A}(·) displacement rank α (α  n), which we may call
the class of q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrices.
4. Fast inversion formulas for q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrices
In this section,wewill give threekindsof fast inversion formulas forq-adicChebyshev–Vandermonde-
likematrices, every inversion formula is expressedbysolutionsof2α linear systemsof equations,which
is fast when α is independent of n or far smaller than n.
4.1. Solutions of displacement equations
In order to get the inversions of q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrix, in this subsection
we give three lemmas, which show how any matrix can be recovered from different displacement
equations. To this end, we must extend some notations in [15,19]. For a given column vector a of
length n over F, let a be partitioned into s subcolumns in accordance with ψ(x) = ∏si=1 qi(x)mi , i.e.,
a = col(ai)si=1 with ai having lengthmili (i = 1, . . . , s). Hereafter, let
LU(a) = diag[LU(ai)]si=1 (4.1)
denote a block diagonal matrix, where
LU(ai) = [Ki, JiKi, . . . , Jmi−1i Ki] (4.2)
with Ki = [ai,U1(Hi)ai, . . . ,Ul−1(Hi)ai] and Hi = HU(qmii ), Ji = qi(Hi) = Smi
⊗
Ili . If let ai be further parti-
tioned into mi subcolumns, of which every one has length li and construct a polynomial, say fi, with
ai as its qi-adic Chebyshev coordinate column, then LU(ai) = fi(Hi) is a polynomial in Hi according to
Lemma 2.1, therefore, LU(ai) and Hi, LU(a) and H = diag(Hi)si=1 commute, respectively.
The following lemma is a generalization of both [10, Theorem 2.2] and [19, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 4.1. For two given matrices of the form
G = row(g(k))αk=1 with g(k) = col[g(k)i ]si=1, g(k)i ∈ Fmili×1
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and
B = col(bk)αk=1 with bk = row(bkj)nj=1 ∈ F1×n,
let H = diag(Hi)si=1 = diag(HU(q
mi
i
))s
i=1,ψ(0) /= 0, and W be as in (3.2). Then the unique solution of the
matrix equation
∇{H−1,W}(R) := H−1R − RW = GB (4.3)
is given by
R =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))VU(ψ)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dk1 dk2 · · · dkn
0 dk1
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . dk2
0 · · · 0 dk1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (4.4)
where LU(c
(k)) is deﬁned in the same manner as in (4.1),
HG = row[c(k)]αk=1 or c(k) = Hg(k) (4.5)
and dkj are determined by the three-term recurrence relation:
dk1 = bk1, dk2 = bk2, dkj = bkj + bk,j−2, j = 3, 4, . . . ,n. (4.6)
Proof. The uniqueness of solution of Eq. (4.3) is obvious since the characteristic polynomials of H and
W are coprime by assumption, see [13]. It is sufﬁcient to prove that the R given by (4.4) satisﬁes Eq.
(4.3). Substituting R in (4.4) into (4.3), since LU(c
(k)) and H−1, and upper triangular Toeplitz matrices
commute, then using (3,1), yields
∇{H−1,W}(R) =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))[H−1VU(ψ) − VU(ψ)W ]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dk1 dk2 · · · dkn
0 dk1
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . dk2
0 · · · 0 dk1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
H−1
1
e1
.
.
.
H−1s e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 · · ·]
×
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dk1 dk2 · · · dkn
0 dk1
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . dk2
0 · · · 0 dk1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
H−1
1
e1
.
.
.
H−1s e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn].
Moreover, we have LU(c
(k)
i
)H−1
i
e1 = LU(Hig(k)i )H−1i e1 = H−1i LU(Hig(k)i )e1 = LU(H−1i Hig(k)i )e1 =
LU(g
(k)
i
)e1 = g(k)i , therefore
∇{H−1,W}(R) =
α∑
k=1
col(g
(k)
i
)si=1 [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn] =
α∑
k=1
g(k)bk = GB.
This completes the proof. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let G,B,H be given as in Lemma 4.1 and ψ(0) /= 0, then the following matrix equation:
∇{2H,Y}(R) := 2HR − RY = GB (4.7)
has a unique solution
R =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))VU(ψ)
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(Y)
⎞⎠ , (4.8)
where Aj(x) satisfy the three-term recurrence relations
A0(x) = 1, A1(x) = x, Aj(x) = xAj−1(x) − Aj−2(x) (4.9)
and c(k) are deﬁned by the linear equation
Un(H)row[c(k)]αk=1 = G or Un(H)c(k) = g(k). (4.10)
Proof. First, let us show a fact by induction that eTnAj(Y) = eTn−j , j = 0, 1, . . . ,n − 1. In fact, when
j = 0, 1, the assertion are obviously true. Now suppose that eTnAj−2(Y) = eTn−j+2, eTnAj−1(Y) = eTn−j+1,
then eTnAj(Y) = eTn[YAj−1Y) − Aj−2(Y)] = eTnAj−1(Y)Y − eTnAj−2(Y) = eTn−j+1Y − eTn−j+2 = eTn−j + eTn−j+2 −
eT
n−j+2 = eTn−j , so the above assertion holds.
The uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (4.7) is obvious by assumption, it sufﬁces to check that the R
given by (4.8) is the solution of Eq. (4.7). Substituting R in (4.8) into (4.7), since LU(c
(k)) andH commute,
then using (3.6), we have
∇{2H,Y}(R) =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))[2HVU(ψ) − VU(ψ)Y ]
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(Y)
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Un(H1)e1
.
.
.
Hn(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [0 · · · 0 1]
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(Y)
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Un(H1)e1
.
.
.
Un(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jeTn+1−j
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Un(H1)e1
.
.
.
Un(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn].
On the other hand,
LU(c
(k)
i
)Un(Hi)e1 = LU(Un(Hi)−1g(k)i )Un(Hi)e1 = Un(Hi)LU(Un(Hi)−1g(k)i )e1
= LU(Un(Hi) Un(Hi)−1g(k)i )e1 = LU(g(k)i )e1 = g(k)i
and therefore
∇{2H,Y}(R) =
α∑
k=1
col(g
(k)
i
)si=1 [bk1 · · · bk,n−1 bkn] =
α∑
k=1
g(k)bk = GB,
which completes the proof. 
Note that Lemma 4.2 is a generalization of [10, Theorem 5.4], here we introduce the associated
polynomials Aj(x), and there Y = Y00 was diagonalized by Discrete Cosine Transform matrix in the
complex ﬁeld case.
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Proposition 4.3. Let P(x) = ∑nj=0 ajUj(x)(an = 1) be a given polynomial of degree n, A0(x) = 2,A1(x) =
2U1(x) + 2an−1,Aj(x) = 2xAj−1(x) − Aj−2(x) + 2an−j are the polynomials associated with P(x), and LU(P)
is the Chebyshev companion matrix of P(x) deﬁned as in (2.10). Then
eTnAj(LU(P)) = 2eTn−j , j = 0, 1, . . . ,n − 1, (4.11)
i.e., the last row of Aj(LU(P)) is equal to 2e
T
n−j.
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on j. The proposition clearly holds for j = 0, 1. Now
assume that eTnAj−2(LU(P)) = 2eTn−j+2, eTnAj−1(LU(P)) = 2eTn−j+1, then we have that eTnAj(LU(P)) =
eTn[2LU(P)Aj−1(LU(P)) − Aj−2(LU(P))] + 2an−jeTn = 2eTnAj−1(LU(P))LU(P) − eTnAj−2(LU(P)) + 2an−jeTn =
4eT
n−j+1LU(P) − 2eTn−j+2 + 2an−jeTn = 2eTn−j + 2eTn−j+2 − 2an−jeTn − 2eTn−j+2 + 2an−jeTn = 2eTn−j. This com-
pletes the proof. 
The following lemma is a generalization of [19, Lemma 3.7].
Lemma 4.4. Let G, B, H be given as in Lemma 4.1, and ψ(x), P(x) be coprime, then the unique solution of
the equation
∇{H,LU (P)}(R) := HR − RLU(P) = GB (4.12)
is given by
R =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))VU(ψ)
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(LU(P))
⎞⎠ , (4.13)
where
P(H)
[
row(c(k))αk=1
]
= G or P(H)c(k) = g(k). (4.14)
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to check that the R given by (4.13) is a solution of Eq. (4.12). Substituting the R
in (4.13) into (4.12), again since LU(c
(k)) and H commute, then using (3.9) and by Proposition 4.3, we
have
∇{H,LP }(R) =
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))[HVU(ψ) − VU(ψ)LU(P)]
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(LU(P))
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P(H1)e1
.
.
.
P(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦[0 · · · 0 12
]⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jAj−1(LP)
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P(H1)e1
.
.
.
P(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jeTn+1−j
⎞⎠
=
α∑
k=1
LU(c
(k))
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P(H1)e1
.
.
.
P(Hs)e1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn].
Furthermore, it follows from (4.14) that
LU(c
(k)
i
)P(Hi)e1 = LU [P(Hi)−1g(k)i ] P(Hi)e1 = P(Hi)LU(P(Hi)−1g(k)i )e1
= LU(P(Hi) P(Hi)−1g(k)i )e1 = LU(g(k)i )e1 = g(k)i ,
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therefore, we get
∇{H,LU (P)}(R) =
α∑
k=1
col(g
(k)
i
)si=1 [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn] = GB,
which completes the proof. 
4.2. Fast inversion formulas
To obtain fast inversion for q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrice, we introduce so-called
generalized symmetrizier U(q), for a polynomial of the form q(x) = q0U0(x) + q1U1(x) + · · · +
ql−1Ul−1(x) + Ul(x), by
q(x) − q(y)
x − y = [U0(x) U1(x) · · · Ul−1(x)]U(q)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
U0(y)
U1(y)
.
.
.
Ul−1(y).
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.15)
Since Chebyshev polynomials Uk(x) of the second kind satisfy the following functional equation:
Uk(x) − Uk(y)
x − y = 2
k−1∑
j=0
Uk−1−j(x)Uj(y) (4.16)
(see, for example [3, Theorem 2.3]), then U(q) has the form
U(q) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2q1 2q2 · · · 2
2q2 · · · 2 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
2 0 · · · 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.17)
On the other hand, U(q) and LU(q) satisfy the relationship
LU(q)U(q) = U(q)LU(q)T (4.18)
(see, e.g. [20, Theorem 2.5]). If we denote by  = diag[mi (qi)]si=1, where mi (qi) = I˜mi ⊗U(qi) and
I˜mi is themi × mi anti-identity matrix, then from (4.18) we have H = HT.
The following theorem is a common generalization of both [10, Theorem 3.2] and [19, Theorem
3.9].
Theorem 4.5. Let R be a q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-likematrix speciﬁed by its∇{H−1,W}(·)-generator
{G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{H−1,W}(R) =: H−1R − RW = GB. (4.19)
If R is invertible, then
R−1 =
α∑
k=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
dk1 dk2 · · · dkn
dk2 · · · dkn 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
dkn 0 · · · 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦VU(ψ)TLU(c(k))T ·−1, (4.20)
where c(k) are determined by linear system of equations
RT[−1H−1row(c(k))αk=1] = BT (4.21)
and dkj are determined by
dkn = ak1, dk,n−1 = ak2, dkj = ak,n+1−j + ak,n−1−j , j = n − 2, . . . , 2, 1 (4.22)
with R[aji]α,ni,j=1 = G.
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Proof. Multiplying Eq. (4.19) by I˜R−1 from the left and byR−1 from the right, and then taking transpose,
we obtain
H−T(R−T˜I) − R−TWI˜ = (R−TBT)(GTR−T˜I). (4.23)
By using the factsWT = I˜WI˜ and H = HT, the above is equivalent to
H−1(R−T˜I) − (R−T˜I)W = (R−TBT)(GTR−T˜I). (4.24)
Eq. (4.24) means that R−T˜I satisﬁes the same type of displacement equation as R with different
generators. Now Lemma 3.1 being applied to Eq. (4.24), yields immediately the required inversion
formula (4.20), which completes the proof. 
The following theorem generalizes both [10, Theorem 5.5] and [19, Theorem 3.8].
Theorem 4.6. Let R be a q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrix speciﬁed by its ∇{2H,Y}(·)-generator
{G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{2H,Y}(R) := 2HR − RY = GB. (4.25)
If R is invertible, then
R−1 =
α∑
k=1
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
dk,n+1−jAj−1(Y)
⎞⎠VU(ψ)TLU(c(k))T ·−1, (4.26)
where column vectors c(k) and row vectors dk of order n are determined by the following two linear systems
of equations:
RT[−1Un(H)row(c(k))αk=1] = BT and R(row(dTk )αk=1) = G. (4.27)
Proof. Multiplying Eq. (4.25) by I˜R−1 from the left andbyR−1 from the right, and then taking transpose,
yields
2HT(R−T˜I) − R−TY˜ I = (R−TBT)(GTR−T˜I). (4.28)
By using the facts YT = Y = I˜Y˜ I and H = HT, Eq. (4.28) is equivalent to
2H(R−T˜I) − (R−T˜I)Y = (R−TBT)(GTR−T˜I). (4.29)
Eq. (4.29) implies that R−T˜I satisﬁes the same type of displacement structure as R with different
generators. Now by writing (4.8) for the matrix R−T˜I in (4.29), one can obtain (4.26) easily. This
completes the proof. 
The following theorem is a generalization of [19, Theorem 3.10].
Theorem 4.7. Let R be a q-adic Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrices speciﬁed by its ∇{H,LU (p)}(·)-gener-
ator {G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{H,LU (P)}(R) := HR − RLU(P) = GB. (4.30)
If R is nonsingular, then
R−1 = U(P)
α∑
k=1
⎛⎝ n∑
j=1
dk,n+1−jAj−1(LU(P))T
⎞⎠VU(ψ)TLU(c(k))T ·−1, (4.31)
where vectors c(k) and dk are determined from the following two linear systems:
RT[−1P(H)row(c(k))αk=1] = BT and R(U(P)row(dTk )αk=1) = G. (4.32)
Proof. Multiplying Eq. (4.30) by U(P)−1R−1 from the left and by R−1 from the right, and then taking
transpose, yields
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HT(R−TU(P)−1) − R−TLUPTU(P)−1 = (R−TBT)(GTR−TU(P)−1). (4.33)
By using the facts H = HT and (4.18), the above is equivalent to
H(R−TU(P)−1) − (R−TU(P)−1)LU(P) = (R−TBT)(GTR−TU(P)−1). (4.34)
Eq. (4.34) shows that R−TU(P)−1 has the same type of displacement structure as R with differ-
ent generators. Now by writing (4.13) for matrix R−TU(P)−1 in (4.34), we obtain formula (4.31)
immediately. The proof is completed. 
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